The poster introduces the concept of dynamic modules of the computer algebra system (CAS) MuPAD [1]. It is used to integrate user-defined C / C + + code as well as complete software packages into MuPAD and offers an alternative to interprocess communication ( 
In this poster we present the basic concepts and algorithmic features of an involutive approach to constructing GrSbner bases of the special form called involutive by analogue with involutive systems of partial differential equations (PDEs). The corner-stone of the algorithmic techniques to be presented is a concept of involutive monomial division invented in [1] and providing the partition of variables into multiplicative and non-multiplicative ones. This partition leads to a self-consistent procedure for computation of an involutive basis by doing non-multiplicative prolongations and multiplicative reductions. Every involutive division yields a particular form of the computational procedure. As special cases of involutive divisions we consider those generated by partitions used by Thomas, Janet and Pommaret in analysis of PDEs, and introduce some other divisions of' practical interest. We characterize also important properties of noetherity and continuity for involutive divisions. We show that, given a continuos and noetherian involutive division and an addmissible monomial ordering, minimal involutive bases are uniquely defined. Therefore, they can be considered as canonical bases of polynomial ideals much as the reduced GrSbner bases. We present an efficient algorithm for construction of minimal involutive bases. To avoid unnecessary prolongations we formulate an involutive analogue [1] of Buchberger chain criterion included in the algorith:m. We also demonstrate how presented involutive algorithms can be generalized to linear partial differential equations. One of important applications of this generalization is group analysis of nonlinear differential equations where the symmetry generators are described just by linear (determining) systems of PDEs. R e f e r e n c e s In May 1997, the W3C HTML Math Working Group released it core proposal for encoding mathematics in HTML. This work (to which the author was a primary contributor) represents almost two years of work by a diverse group of people from CAS vendors, publishers, the AMS, and other specialists. The working group is soliciting feedback on the proposal; a poster session is an ideal venue for such feedback and fits will into the group's time schedule of having a final proposal to the W3C in early October, with possible adoption as early as the beginning of 1998.
M a t h M L : A P r o p o s a l for
In order to facilitate rapid dissemination, the working group has split the proposal into a core proposal and extensions. The core consists of two main parts: tags used to describe presentational details and tags used for presentationindependent content details. The presentational tags are based on Mathematica's typesetting boxes. They incorporate most of TEX's math functionality and at the same time allow renderers to intelligently linebreak large expressions because structure information is part of the encoding. For simpler mathematics, the information contained in the presentation tags can be extracted and used by CASs for computation. The content tags allow a more detailed specification of semantics while sacrificing control over the exact display of the expression. The choice of which tag set to use (they can be mixed) is left up to the author or translation tool.
It is planned that the extension to the core proposal will consist of two parts: a more concise, user-authorable input notation(s) and a "macro" extension mechanism. It is envisioned that the extension mechanism will allow for the addition of new content tags to the core set of tags. Both the presentational tags and the content tags are designed to make the contents usable by audio renderers for the visually impaired.
The poster describes the various tags and presents numerous exaraples showing their use. It also presents the ideas that might be incorporated into next year's extension to the proposal.
http://www.w3.orglpub/WWW/TR/WD-math/ points to the most up-to-date version MathML proposal. A public discussion email group is www-math@w3.org. Details of subscribing to the group and viewing the mailing group archive can be found at the URL referenced earlier.
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